No Power Up/No Console Response
Unplug the power supply
from both ends. Inspect
the entire cord for any
damage/defects. If Power
Supply has no visible
damage, plug it back in
securely at both ends.

Begin Here

Does the power
supply need to be
replaced?

YES

Replace the power
supply. Instruct
customer to dispose
of damaged power
supply.

NO

Use a different
power‐outlet.

Test the desired
power‐outlet
with a known
functioning
device (lamp/
fan/ etc.).

Does the
desired power‐
outlet work
correctly?

NO

Machine
power‐up and
function
correctly?

NO

YES

Issue Resolved

YES

Machine
power‐up and
function
correctly?

NO

Remove the 4 screws
holding the console to the
mast, and check all wiring
connections into the
console. Ensure cables are
undamaged, connected
securely, and oriented
properly

Was a cable
damaged,
unplugged, or
misaligned?

YES

Reseat, replace, or
plug that cable in.
Re‐install console.

YES
NO

Issue Resolved

Replace console.

Physical
damage to console
housing, display, and/
or keypad?

YES

Machine
power‐up and
function
correctly?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Machine
power‐up and
function
correctly?

With machine plugged into
a working outlet, press
“START/ENTER” button
twice, and then try
increasing the resistance
level. Listen carefully to the
bottom end of the machine
to see if the servo motor is
working.

NO

Replace the Console

NO

YES

Can the
servo motor be
heard working
as the resistance
button is
pushed?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Machine
power‐up and
function
correctly?

NO

Power down and unplug
unit.
Remove Shrouds
(requires crank tool)
and inspect entire length
of Comm. Cable and re‐
seat wiring connections to
MCB.

Issue Resolved
YES

No/Incorrect Speed/RPM Issue

Begin Here

Remove the 4 screws
holding the console to
the mast, and inspect all
wiring connections into
the console. Ensure
cables are undamaged,
connected securely, and
oriented properly.

Was a cable
connection
unplugged?

YES

Re‐seat cable
connection.

NO

Resistance
functioning
normally?

YES

Issue resolved

Cable
connection
unplugged?

YES

Plug that cable in.

NO

Inspect console for
visible damage to
case, keypad, or
display.

Console
visibly
damaged?

NO

Remove shrouds
(requires
crank tool)
And inspect length/
connection of Comm.
Cable to MCB

YES

NO

Replace Console & I/O
Cable

Cable
Damaged?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Speed/RPM
reading/
displaying
correctly?

YES

Replace Comm. Cable

NO

Speed‐RPM
reading/
displaying
correctly?

YES

Issue Resolved

Resistance Troubleshooting

Begin Here

Remove the 4 screws
holding the console to the
mast, and inspect all wiring
connections into the
console. Ensure cables are
undamaged, connected
securely, and oriented
properly.

Was a cable
connection
unplugged?

YES

Re‐seat
cable
connection.

NO

Replace Console

YES

Inspect console for
visible damage to
housing, keypad,
and/or display.

Is the
Console visibly
damaged?

NO

YES

NO

Remove shrouds
(requires crank tool)
and inspect length/
connection of Comm.
Cable to MCB.

Issue Resolved

YES

Is the
resistance
functioning
normally
now?

Was a cable
connection
damaged and/or
unplugged?

Does
resistance
function
normally
now?

Issue resolved

YES

Replace/ reseat
Comm. Cable

NO

With machine
powered up and
shrouds removed ,
attempt to raise or
lower resistance
while watching for
normal servo
function.

NO

Test voltage where
Servo Motor (red &
black wires) wiring plugs
into the MCB‐ voltage
should spike appx.
2.5VDC when resistance
up/down buttons are
pressed.

Voltage correct
at Servo Motor/
MCB Connector?

YES

NO

Is the Servo
Motor responding
normally to console
commands?

NO

NO

YES

Is the
resistance
functioning
normally
now?

YES

Issue Resolved

Inspect Servo Motor/
Magnet Bank (Eddy‐
Brake‐Assembly) linkage
and follow “Set‐the‐
Brake‐Tension‐
(Calibration) procedure
in SM

Test Voltage at back of
Console. (red & black wires)‐
voltage should spike at
2.5VDC when resistance up/
down buttons are pressed.

YES

Eddy Brake/
Servo Motor linkage
configured correctly,
complete, and
functional?

NO

Replace Missing,
broken, or bent
Return Spring and/

HR Not Displayed

Begin Here

Ensure user is keeping
hands centered with
relatively equal
pressure on both HR
sensors.
(apply HR cream if
hands are dry/
calloused)

HR now
displayed
correctly?

YES

Issue resolved

NO

Inspect and reseat
HR connections at
back of console
(requires console/
static‐handlebar
removal). Inspect all
visible cabling and
connections for
visual damage or
defects.

HR now
displayed
correctly?

NO

If no there is no
apparent
Damage to console
(visual or functional),
replace static
handlebar/HR sensors‐
wiring
as an assembly.

HR now
displayed
correctly?

YES

Issue
Resolved

NO

YES

Issue resolved

Replace Console

If all issues/
components have been
addressed and issue
persists‐ email
technics@nautilus.com

NO

HR now
displayed
correctly?

YES

Issue Resolved

Telemetric HR Not Displayed

Begin Here

Ensure user’s chest
strap is POLAR®
compatible, un‐coded,
and directly against
user’s moist skin.

Telemetric
HR displayed
correctly?

YES

Telemetric
HR displayed
correctly?

YES

Telemetric
HR displayed
correctly?

YES

Telemetric
HR displayed
correctly?

YES

Issue Resolved

NO

Check User Profile:
Select the Edit User
Profile option for the
User Profile. Go to
the WIRELESS HR
setting and make sure
that the current
value is set to ON.

Issue Resolved

NO

Ensure the unit is
located enough
distance from any
Household items that
may create
interference
(TV,Microwave,etc)

Issue Resolved

NO

If interference
is eliminated and
Telemetric HR does
not function,
Replace strap.

NO

Issue Resolved

Replace Console

Issue Resolved

YES

Telemetric
HR displayed
correctly?

NO

If the Telemetric HR
Strap has been
replaced, and
the issue persists,
email
technics@nautilus.co
m

Noises‐ Rubbing

Begin Here

Before Troubleshooting
any noise issues, ensure
that unit is on a solid/
level surface, hardware
is tight on all assembled
parts, and all plastic
shrouding/ covers are
aligned and secured
properly.

Does the noise
persist?

Issue Resolved

NO

YES

Isolate noises between
interior and exterior
components by cycling
machine through normal
rotation while the left
and/or the right leg‐
roller assemblies are
held up off of ramp
assembly during 1‐2
rotations.

Remove one exterior
component and
cycle unit until
exterior component
creating rubbing
noise is isolated.

Is the noise
created by an
external component
(arm/leg/crank
assemblies)?

YES

NO

Does
olated exterior
ponent need to be
ced (unable to re‐
lign/re‐seat to
resolve
issue)?

YES

Replace Exterior
Component creating
issue.

NO

Does the noise
persist?

YES

Remove plastic shrouds
(requires crank tool) and
inspect internal
components (pulleys/
brackets/ belts) for
evidence of components
making contact during
normal machine
rotation.

NO

ssue Resolved.

Issue Resolved.

Is the rubbing
noise generated by
the belt traveling off
either pulley?

YES

Customer or Tech
will need to loosen
belt tensioner and
reset belt on
flywheel/spindle/
tensioner pulleys

NO

Replace damaged
bracket or pulley

YES

Is any
part of the belt
tensioner or pulleys
that the belt rides upon
bent and/or
damaged?

NO

NO

Is the belt
damaged?

YES

Noises‐ Clicking/Clunking

Begin Here

Before Troubleshooting any noise
issues, ensure that unit is on a
solid/level surface, hardware is
tight on all assembled parts, and all
plastic shrouding/ covers are
aligned and secured properly.

Does the noise
persist?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Isolate noises between
interior and exterior
components by cycling
machine through normal
rotation while the left
and/or the right leg‐roller
assemblies are held up off
of ramp assembly during
1‐2 rotations.

Is the noise
coming from any of the arm/leg
components, or related exterior
components or connections?

YES

Replace exterior
component creating click
and/or clunk noise

NO

Remove plastic shrouding
(requires crank tool) and
re‐attach crank arms.
Cycle machine through a
few rotations, paying
attention to brackets/idler
pulley/belt/etc

Has
the noise been isolated to a
serviceable component (belt,
bracket, pulley, belt, or
flywheel)?

YES

Order replacement for
component causing the
issue.

NO

If all issues/components
have been addressed and
issue persists‐ Email
technics@nautilus.com

NO

Is the noise coming from
bearings pressed into frame
(crank/ spindle)?

YES

Email
technics@nautilus.com

Noises‐ Squeaking

Begin Here

Before Troubleshooting
any noise issues, ensure
that unit is on a solid/level
surface, hardware is tight
on all assembled parts,
and all plastic shrouding/
covers are aligned and
secured properly.

Does the noise
persist?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Apply a small drop of silicone‐
based lubricant on the rails, and
then wipe the rails with a dry
towel. If too much lubricant is
applied then the roller wheel
may not roll. Pedal slowly to
ensure that the roller wheels are
turning freely.

Does the noise
persist?

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Replace squeaking/
malfunctioning roller
wheel. Inspect other side
and replace both if
suspect.

NO

Have the roller wheels
been replaced within
the last week?

YES

Proceed to belt
rubbing/slipping issues.
Noises‐Rubbing

Incline Issues

Begin Here

Turn power off & on,
at the welcome screen
push incline up and
down buttons
to test console response
(sound/display reaction).

Console
Response to
Incline
commands?

Inspect and reseat 5pin
connection at back of
console (requires
console removal).
Inspect Comm cabling/
connection for visual
damage or defects.

YES

NO

Any
Visible damage
To console housing,
keypad, cable
connections, or
display?

NO
YES

If none/erratic response
to incline or any other
console commands,
replace Comm. Cable
(requires shroud removal)

Normal
incline motor
function
restored?

YES

Issue Resolved

Replace Console and
Comm. cable

NO

Using
Console‐Service‐
Mode
(refer to E616
service manual)
test incline motor
function

Does
Incline Motor
function properly in
console service
mode?

NO

Inspect/ re‐seat all
wiring connections
to MCB.

NO

YES

YES

MCB wiring
connections
unseated?

Replace console

YES

Issue Resolved

NO

Issue Resolved

YES

Normal
Incline Motor
function
restored?

Normal
Incline Function
restored?

NO

Replace MCB

Normal
Incline Motor
function
restored?

NO

YES

Issue resolved

Issue Resolved.

Replace Incline
Motor

If addressing/replacing console,
cabling, MCB, and Incline Motor
does not resolve issue, then email
technics@nautilus.com

NO

Normal
Incline Motor
function
restored?

YES

Issue Resolved

